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Fifty Ways To Practice Writing: Tips
For ESL/EFL Students

This book is made for students of English as a Second or Foreign Language.Learning another
language is never fast, but the Fifty Ways to Practice series will speed things up by showing you
how to practice more efficiently and effectively both inside and outside the classroom. These books
can be used by beginners and advanced students alike.You will learn 50 ways to practice and
improve writing - both with pen and paper and typing. By applying these methods, you will write
more, write faster, and write more correct and more interesting papers and letters.You do not need
to be living in an English-speaking country or be currently taking an English class to use this book.
However, students who are already in a class can also use this book to improve their writing more
quickly and easily. You do not need to have English-speaking friends or acquaintances to write to or
even any idea of what to write about. This book will provide those ideas. When you are done with
this book, why not write and tell us how you liked it?
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I like it! Although people assume that doctoral ESL students might not have language issues, I still
feel that I need much more practice. This book recommend several very useful writing tips, which
not only apply to writing but also reading, and speaking. Good choice for me.

This is the material for an online course at Berkeley. The course is about developing writing skills.
The materials are optional, but they are an excellent option as resources to have references, and
samples of writing. I highly recommend this materials. You can used it independetly from the

course, because it is well written. The book guides you to improve the writing skills required!

It is an easy ebook to read and take action on practicing your writing as soon as you can.This book
is a good tool if you don't have enough time to think how to improve your writing practice because
you are too worry to be creative. Right now I am following one of the tips. It is the first time I write a
review even I have read ebooks before. I now the best and only way to improve anything is "taking
action, practice, practice..." and here I am.Thank you Dorothy for sharing your knowledge in a easy
and "digestible" way.Perhaps the only one thing that I would expect more in the book are examples.
I understand the idea of the book is to get easy and quick tips; however for ESL, a bit of more
examples are always welcome.Enjoy and practice!

It was very easy to read and the author knows a lot about the topic. But the best thing is that she
makes everything look simple and achievable! And that encourages us, learners, to continue
researching and working harder! However, I found a couple of spelling mistakes. That's a detail but
there shouldn't be any!

Very clear explanations and useful tips which are easy to follow. there are no rules or tasks, just
recomendations and tips.

Sometimes we can think that studying English will be boring and too hard. Books like this helps you
to learn in a more real and funny way, conected with everyday life. Very recomendable!

I use some the tips to my adult ESL students and they loved it. Each of my student has a blog now
to maintain where they practice writing in English. Very useful!

is an interesting book, it shows tips to practice reading, following these tips is possible learning
different languages. Thus book is very easy to read.
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